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AVI File Viewer is a free application that you can use to view and convert AVI files. The tool provides basic functionality that
a basic user might need, such as preview, converting to other formats, as well as saving the project for future modifications. A
video file can be previewed in "Windows Movie Viewer"-like mode. Besides, you can convert AVI to other formats, such as
MP4, MPEG-4, FLV and MP3. Furthermore, it is possible to save the project for later editing. A user can choose which
settings he wants to use when the tool saves the project. The first one is "low quality", while the other is the "highest quality"
setting. Users can also choose the video frame size, image format, video format, sample rate, bit rate, video width and height,
as well as clip duration. Unfortunately, the application is limited in several ways. It has a slow-to-moderate response time and
requires a moderate amount of system memory. The program is easy to use but doesn't have any outstanding features. But,
even though it is limited in some ways, it has a clean, simple layout and offers a good interface. AVI File Viewer Description:
Video Editor is a video editor that allows users to edit video, add overlays, apply effects, trim clips and share them on the
Internet. The application provides an intuitive interface, which is quite simple to use. It supports multiple file formats such as
AVI, MOV, M4V, MP4, WMV, WMV HD and FLV. You can preview your videos in "Windows Movie Viewer"-like mode,
convert them into different formats and apply effects. When you are done editing, you can save the project. A user can use the
built-in player to view the preview and final video. In addition, you can add your favorite movies or clips and combine them.
Besides, you can adjust video settings like brightness, contrast, saturation, gamma, color tone, fade, dissolve, sharpen, soften,
noise, noise reduction, motion blur, emboss, negative, vibrance, white balance, zoom, frames and resolution. When it comes to
performance, Video Editor is slow and has a poor response time. It isn't equipped with any special features, but it offers a
simple, user-friendly interface. Video Editor Description: Totem is a free tool that you can use to edit video
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The application was developed by AviTricks Studio and functions as a video clip processor, which is designed to process AVI
files. Effect Type: AVI to AVI, AVI to MP4, MP4 to AVI, AVI to Xvid, AVI to H.264, Xvid to AVI, AVI to Xvid, Xvid to
AVI, AVI to H.264, H.264 to AVI, H.264 to MP4, H.264 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI,
MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI, AVI to MP4, AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI,
AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI, AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI, AVI to Xvid,
Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI, AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI,
AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI, AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI, AVI to Xvid,
Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI, AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI,
AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI, AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4,
MP4 to AVI, AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to AVI, AVI to Xvid, Xvid to MP4, MP4 to X
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AviTricks Classic is a program that you can use to process video clips. As its name implies, the tool only supports the AVI
format. The interface of the application is dull and a little complicated to work with at a first glance. Videos can be imported
by using either the file browser or "drag and drop" method. It is possible to import multiple clips for processing. So, you can
apply effects which revolve around overlays (e.g. still or transparent image, opaque title, subtitle, movie, GIF animation) and
filters (e.g. brightness, light temperature, sharpen, soften, emboss, blur, edge, negative, freeze). But you can also insert objects
before or after the clip (e.g. slow-motion, music-clip base, empty frames, transitions), add pegs and stop points, as well as
change the track color. Furthermore, you can toggle between arrange mode and rubber-band mode, adjust the audio balance or
replace the audio track, find a selected object's start or end point, as well as save the project for further editing and configure
project settings (e.g. frame size, timebase, compression). The program requires a moderate-to-high amount of CPU and system
memory, has a good response time and includes a help file. However, AviTricks Classic popped up some error dialogs during
our tests when we tried processing the audio stream; we were forced to restart the application. Plus, the layout's features need
to be simplified and better organized. But we must remember that AviTricks Classic has not received updates for a long time.
Description: Best Video Editor & Movie Maker for beginners, Home & personal users Windows and Linux. Free Download
Movie Maker 2017 for Windows and Linux. Free Movie Maker is an easy-to-use but powerful video editing software.
Windows Movie Maker is a multifunctional and easy-to-use video editing software for windows. Free Download Windows
Movie Maker 17 for Windows and Linux. Windows Movie Maker 17 includes many improvements and new features. You can
use the software to create professional looking videos and edit them to be perfect and share them with your friends. Features of
Windows Movie Maker Select the best soundtrack and music with the built-in music library, or you can add your own music to
this software. Windows Movie Maker is easy to use. It contains a set of

What's New In?

This package includes 6 of the 7 great video editing programs that are at the top of PCMagazine.com's Editors' Choice list. The
one missing package: AviTricks Classic. AviTricks Classic is a program that you can use to process video clips. As its name
implies, the tool only supports the AVI format. The interface of the application is dull and a little complicated to work with at a
first glance. Videos can be imported by using either the file browser or "drag and drop" method. It is possible to import
multiple clips for processing. So, you can apply effects which revolve around overlays (e.g. still or transparent image, opaque
title, subtitle, movie, GIF animation) and filters (e.g. brightness, light temperature, sharpen, soften, emboss, blur, edge,
negative, freeze). But you can also insert objects before or after the clip (e.g. slow-motion, music-clip base, empty frames,
transitions), add pegs and stop points, as well as change the track color. Furthermore, you can toggle between arrange mode
and rubber-band mode, adjust the audio balance or replace the audio track, find a selected object's start or end point, as well as
save the project for further editing and configure project settings (e.g. frame size, timebase, compression). The program
requires a moderate-to-high amount of CPU and system memory, has a good response time and includes a help file. However,
AviTricks Classic popped up some error dialogs during our tests when we tried processing the audio stream; we were forced to
restart the application. Plus, the layout's features need to be simplified and better organized. But we must remember that
AviTricks Classic has not received updates for a long time. It has lots of features that you won't find in free applications.
AviTricks Classic runs on Windows 7, Vista or XP. Features: Import AVI files. AVI is the default Windows multimedia
format. Process AVI files in any way you want. It can import files and convert them. Control video playback with the timeline
and video control window. Use the media browser to manage the files. Flip the video with the transpose tool. Position objects
in any part of the clip. Insert an object before or after the clip. Add audio tracks. Modify the audio levels. Change the audio
speed. Change the audio track. Extract stills from the video. Add or remove subtitles. Add or remove a text track. Remove the
text track. Change the color of the text track. Adjust the subtitle font size. Change the track type (subtitle or main audio).
Change the transparency of the title and subtitle. Add chapter points. Adjust the volume. Modify the volume. Apply one of the
free DVD tools. Record a video clip. Add a slow-motion effect. Apply an image or GIF animation
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10, or later Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10, or later Processor: Intel® Core™ 2
Duo or AMD Athlon™ x2 Dual Core processor Intel® Core™ 2 Duo or AMD Athlon™ x2 Dual Core processor RAM: 1 GB of
RAM 1 GB of RAM Graphics: Microsoft® DirectX 9 graphics device with WDDM driver Microsoft® DirectX 9 graphics
device with WDDM driver Disk Space
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